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ABSTRACT 

In order to lower human drivers’ driving load and to enhance their systematic 

performance during driving, driver assistant systems have been introduced during the past 

few decades. Unfortunately, a large proportion of existing lane keeping techniques only 

focus on how to hold the car in the center of the lane, which may be contrary to the driver's 

natural motion sense. This research focuses on developing a rational and precise driver 

model with fully human driver operating behavior, which is crucial for the study of active 

safety technology and can provide drivers with a comfortable motion by imitating driving 

habits and trajectory. 

Modeling a naturalistic lane keeping control requires understanding of how a 

driver operates the vehicle, analysis from vehicle lateral dynamics perspective, and 

knowledge of the combination of driver’s physical limitation. Another requirement to 

build an adaptive steering control model is to regard driver’s steering behavior as a 

reciprocal process between anticipation and compensation. Based on two angles (near and 

far angles) mechanism and experimental data recorded by the SIMULINK and dSpace co-

platform, a close-loop system is designed. The whole system is a combination of a PI 

(proportional–integral) controller driver model and a vehicle model, which integrates 

vehicle lateral dynamic characteristics and upcoming road information. Moreover, a 

nonlinear steering driver model is designed. This open loop driver model can effectively 

correct steering wheel angle by minimizing the error between recorded driving data and 

that of the simulated model. 

 The simulation outcome shows that the proposed model captures human drivers’ 
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behavior well and has an excellent adaptability towards the change of vehicle dynamic 

parameters and external disturbances. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

LKS Lane-Keeping System 

LKA Lane Keeping Aid 

LDW Lane Departure Warning 

CG Center of Gravity 

MP Momentary Pole 

PI Proportional Integral 

LAD Least Absolute Deviations  

LAE Least Absolute Errors 

SIT System Identification Toolbox  
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Research Background and Significances  

A recent survey states out that among traffic accidents, about 21% relate to 

driver fatigue [1], especially when driving on a highway because the extended period of 

driving leads to driver fatigue and distraction. Driver’s physical or psychological fatigue 

is one of the factors that lead to the frequent occurrence of traffic accidents. Another fact 

that could induce traffic accidents is lack of proficient driving experience, which is 

sometimes due to age (very high or very low).    

Figure 1.1: The Ratio of Crashes Caused by Drowsy Driving [1] 

In order to lower human drivers’ driving load and to enhance their systematic 

performance during driving, driver assistance systems have been introduced during the 

past few decades. These driver assistant systems comprise lane departure warning system, 
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parking assist system, advanced collision warning system and self-adaptive cruise control. 

Autonomous driving systems expand on these and include lane keeping system and 

obstacle avoidance system. These vehicle active safety technologies can alleviate driver’s 

operating load and forecast latent danger in advance. Besides, the technology can even 

replace human drivers’ operation to prevent and reduce the traffic accidents.  

For instance [2], 2016 Ford Fusion uses the Lane Keeping System (LKS), which 

both includes functions of Lane Keeping Aid (LKA) and Lane Departure Warning (LDW). 

A camera, which is mounted behind the windscreen, can determine the vehicle position 

and detect lane departure happening by watching the lane marking as depicted in Figure 

1.2 [3]. Lane keeping alert warns the driver by a series of vibrations of the steering wheel. 

On the other hand, Lane keeping system (LKS) will take action automatically after 

warning to ensure the vehicle stays within road boundaries.  

 

 Figure 1.2: Distraction Detection Scheme [3] 

Unfortunately, a large proportion of existing lane keeping techniques only focus 

on how to hold the car in the center of the lane, which may be contrary to the driver's 

natural motion sense. As Figure 1.3 shown, the experienced driver typically chooses to cut 
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the curve to shorten the passing time. While a less experienced driver may take a longer 

distance around the curve. On the other hand, studies in this field typically focuses on low 

speed and large radius curvature conditions, which prevent their generalization to other 

common situation in highway driving. Thus, a reasonable and naturalistic diver-vehicle- 

road close-loop model is needed to make up for the lack of research in this area.

 

Figure 1.3: Comparison of Two Lane Keeping Systems 

To satisfy the above requirement, this research focuses on developing a rational 

and precise driver model with fully human driver operating behavior, which is crucial for 

the study of active safety technology and can provide drivers with a comfortable motion 

by imitating driving habits and trajectories. Moreover, the Naturalistic Lane-Keeping 

System has a promising market, practical significance and application like training and 

teaching inexperienced drivers, or replacing human test driver in experiments to reduce 

personal injury.     
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1.2 Related Work 

How do drivers steer their car rounds curves of a winding road? On the face of 

it, this would seem to be a simple task that can be achieved effortlessly by steering 

approaching the center to correct the lateral error using the real-time position of the car on 

the road. Nevertheless, on account of the fact that the driver's attention can be diverted 

from the steering task for extended periods of time and inherent delays between action and 

perception, this low-level error correction strategy is not sufficient in high-speed 

conditions. In the research on human drivers’ behavioral habit, researchers combine the 

characteristics of the driver model with that of physiology and psychology. Besides, driver 

model bears the following features: (1) Driver model grasps human driver’s controlling 

skills and traits, like the ability of (visual, haptic, hearing) information reception, 

prediction, decision making, neuromuscular dynamics, operation restriction, learning 

ability, time-lag, memory, and so on; (2) Drivers of different experience and age have 

diverse driving styles; (3) Driver model should be provided with properties of 

concentration, fatigue, tension, and other emotional features. Only a model possesses one 

or more than one characteristic mentioned above, can be called a real driver model.                

According to the principles aforementioned, this section lists several 

representative driver models. At the early stage of driver model research, researchers 

regarded it as driver’s operation toward the vehicle, which could be modeled by 

mathematical expressions. Based on classical control theory, researchers deemed driver 

model as a time-lagging transfer function.  

In 1953, Kondo [4] established the first driver model using one point preview 
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method, called “Shaft” as depicted in Figure 1.4. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Shaft Driver Model [4] 

The author estimated the lateral distance based on the current vehicle position 

and the preview time, then made the lateral distance gradually reduce to zero gradually to 

ensure the car moves in the desired trajectory.  

Donges [5] proposed an improved two-level model which is composed of both 

closed-loop compensatory control and open-loop anticipatory control to produce 

successful navigation: the compensation of lateral position errors utilize the immediate 

information from the near region helps to adjust the car current location; the measurements 

include road curvature error and lateral distance error. Meanwhile, through the observation 

of the road at a distance, far region information contributes to preview the future trajectory 

for anticipatory control. This is depicted in Figure 1.5. 
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Figure 1.5: A Structural Scheme of Human Steering Behavior in the Driver-Vehicle-

Road System [5] 

As modern control theory was growing and maturing in the end of 1980s’, 

researchers tried to use artificial intelligence to establish driver model. Representative 

technologies include Fuzzy Logic and Neural network Algorithm. Zeyada [6] proposed a 

fuzzy logic control device, which took steering and braking into consideration and could 

be used to track path and avoid collisions. Differentiated from Hessburg’s [7] fuzzy logic 

controller, Zeyada’s controller input information was collected from vehicle’s distance 

from the left, the right, right ahead, front-left, front-right, and other multiple directions. 

This controller could control the vehicle’s steering operation and vertical operation 

separately by using two parallel fuzzy logic controllers. By previewing the distance 

information from every direction, the controller can decide the size and direction of the 

steering angle.  

Because of its excellent ability of approximation, ability neural networks were 
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used to imitate the human driver’s behavior since 1990s [8]. Kraiss [9] presented a neural 

network driver model that would be used in a driver assistance system where the model’s 

input parameters were vehicle’s lateral distance from nearby paths, vehicle lateral location, 

and velocity. In 2004, the first two-point model paper was published [10], in which a 

proportional integral and a proportional controllers were utilized individually for 

anticipation and compensatory based on the two angle mechanism. This article provided 

a comparison of real drivers’ strategy using the proposed model on three different studies: 

curve negotiation, corrective steering and lane changing. Based on the experiment data, 

the author validated that this driver model can be the explanation for how humans control 

the moving path. Nonetheless, it is not realistic to assume human driver consistently holds 

the vehicle in the centerline of the road. Consequently, the assessment is just a rough 

guesstimate for the human driving habit in true life. 

To demonstrate the two point mechanism is convincing, another researcher 

compares two type of guiding control method including two angle method and one point 

method [11]. Analyzing the data obtained by their driving simulation lab, the conclusion 

comes out with using two points method to predict steering wheel angle can match the 

experimental data and the result is more accurate than using the one-point navigating 

approach to estimate the path of vehicle.  

To sum up, the above models establish the driver model based on classical 

modern control theory including non-conventional method such as fuzzy logic and neural 

networks have merits and demerits respectively.  
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1.3 Thesis Objectives 

The rationale for driver model is that it can be used to evaluate the stability of 

vehicle operation. At the beginning period of researching driver model, many researchers 

focus on driver-vehicle closed-loop system from a control theory perspective. Such 

perspective regards divers and vehicles as a time-lagged mathematical model that 

compensates for the vehicle according to vehicle status feedback. Large amounts of early 

literature regard driver-vehicle system as a regular mechanical systems does not include 

the analysis and evaluation of the driver’s characteristics (like driving skill or driving 

experience, etc.)  These method ignore the fact that the driver has his/her own preview 

characteristics, which means the driver has the ability to perceive the driving 

circumstances in advance and adapt this decision accordingly. In other words, human 

driver can reasonably decide the driving direction, vertical or horizontal, in accordance 

with the known driving circumstance. Moreover, human driver’s controlling behavior 

should be compatible with his/her own ability, be safe, comfortable, and stable. In more 

recent time, researchers deem that vehicle’s characteristics should be reflected through 

driver’s real operations towards the vehicle. Therefore, establishing a driver model that 

bears human driver’s characteristics enables driver-vehicle closed-loop system to become 

closer to authentic driving situation and makes the evaluation of vehicle’s stability 

comprehensive and reasonable. Establishing a driver model that possesses human driver’s 

characteristics is also needed in automobile active safety research. Since the ultimate 

purpose of studying the automobile active safety technology is to partially or completely 

replace real human driver’s operation, the consistency of characteristics of designed 
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system can lead to driver with a safer and more comfortable driving experience. For 

instance, the perception of driving circumstances (like highway curvature and obstacles) 

and the vehicle location is needed during path tracking process to enable reasonable 

direction control.  

 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The first chapter is an introduction, which states the necessity and importance 

of the work by introducing the research background of intelligent vehicle's assist driving 

system. 

The following chapter introduces a vehicle model that can be applied to 

naturalistic lane keeping system. At first, the chapter states the two points steering method. 

Then the vehicle motion formulation which comes from a series of geometric deductions, 

algebraic operations, and linearization is described.  

The third chapter focuses on experimental environment design and implement 

including establishing the combined platform of SIMULINK and dSpace, plotting the test 

track in a software environment that meets the criterion of United State highway 

construction. In addition, analyzing the work of three subjects’ driving behavior is done 

in this section to get ready for next step of diver controller design. 

Next chapter is about the driver model design and integrated system 

identification and validation. PI controller and ARX nonlinear controller are presented in 

this chapter. 

The final chapter lists the conclusions and expectations that systematically 
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present the work and outcomes of the thesis and discuss the future research directions and 

solutions for unsolved issues. 
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CHAPTER II 

VEHICLE MODEL AND ROAD REFERENCE SYSTEM   

This chapter presents the vehicle model via state space equations. We also 

present modified measurement equations for calculating the near and far points referring 

to road curvature.  In straight path situations, the linearized approximation is commonly 

applied to achieve the near angle. However, this assumption fails in curved conditions. 

The curvature of the road must be taken into consideration to figure out the issue of far 

point. In realistic environments, the far angle can be captured for using computer vision 

techniques using an appropriately mounted camera. As one of the prerequisites, all vehicle 

parameters which will be used in later calculations are listed; at the same time, the methods 

about how to estimate tire cornering stiffness is introduced. 

The track model used for driving test and collecting authentic human driving 

behavior data is also shown in this section. Subsequently, the last part of this chapter 

presents the experimental results of three different human driver's wheel trochoid and the 

comparisons between measured tracks with original test track. 
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2.1 Vehicle Dynamic Model 

The "single track model" proposed by Schunck and Riekert [12] is widely used 

in the horizontal plane because it covers most essential features of car steering. The two 

front wheels are considered as a whole in the center line of vehicle, and the two rear wheels 

are assumed as one in the same way. Based on this assumption, the car model of Figure 

2.1 can be reduced to that of Figure 2.2.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Vehicle Model with Four Wheels Steering [12] 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2.2: Single Track Model Equivalent Diagram [12]   

The left figure 2.2 also shows a coordinate system (𝑥0, 𝑦0) which is inertially 

fixed, and “yaw angle” φ is defined as the rotated angle of the vehicle coordinate system 

(x, y) like left figure shown. Road surface transmit side forces 𝑓𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑟 via the wheels to 
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the car chassis. We assume the wheels can spin liberally. Braking and the acceleration by 

the engine are not taken into account on this model. 

The physical meaning of the main parameters are shown on table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1 Main Parameters of Vehicle Model 

Symbol Implication Symbol Implication 

CG 

𝑙𝑓 

𝛿𝑓 

𝛼𝑟 

β 

γ 

Center of gravity 

Front wheel base 

Front steering angle 

Rear sideslip angle 

sideslip angle 

Yaw rate 

𝑙 

𝑙𝑟 

𝛿𝑟 

𝛼𝑓 

𝜑 

𝑣 

Wheel base 

Rear wheel base 

Rear steering angle 

Front sideslip angle 

Yaw angle  

Velocity 

𝑦𝑙 

𝐷𝑛 

𝐶𝑓 

Lateral offset 

Near distance 

Front tire stiffness 

𝐽 

𝐷𝑓 

𝐶𝑛 

Moment of Inertia 

Far distance 

Rear tire stiffness 

Through the steering angles, the side forces𝑓𝑓  and 𝑓𝑟  are projected onto the 

vehicle coordinates system (x, y). Thus, around the z axis, we have: 

 

 

From the geometric relationship in Figure 2.2, in the horizontal plane, the 

equations of motions: 

                                    [
𝑓𝑥
𝑓𝑦
𝑚𝑧

]=[

−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿𝑓 −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿𝑟

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿𝑟

𝑙𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿𝑓 −𝑙𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿𝑟

] [
𝑓𝑓

𝑓𝑟 
]                                             (1) 
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a) Longitudinal:  

                                      −mv(�̇� + �̇�)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 + 𝑚�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 = 𝑓𝑥                                          (2) 

b) Lateral: 

                                         mv(�̇� + �̇�)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽 + 𝑚�̇�𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽 = 𝑓𝑦                                          (3)                    

c) Yaw: 

                                                               J�̈� = 𝑚𝑧                                                           (4) 

With γ = φ̇, we can get the matrix from of these equations: 

                    [
mv(β̇ + γ)̇

mv̇
Jγ̇

]=[
−sinβ cosβ 0
cosβ sinβ 0

0 0 1

] [

fx

fy 
mz

]                                      (5) 

 

Figure 2.3: Kinematic Variables [12] 

Figure2.3 depicts the geometric relationship between some related parameters 

such as velocity vectors of front and rear wheel. In addition, MP is defined as momentary 

pole. 

In the longitudinal direction, the velocity components should equal to each other: 

                                                𝑣𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠 β𝑟=𝑣𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑠β𝑓=𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽                                           (6) 

The velocity elements vertical to the center line can be expressed using the yaw 

rate 𝛾 as: 
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                                                 𝑣𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑛β𝑓 = 𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽 + 𝑙𝑓 𝛾                                            (7) 

        𝑣𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛 β𝑟= 𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽 − 𝑙𝑟 𝛾                                             (8) 

After a division operation by the corresponding terms from Equation (6).The 

rear and front velocity  𝑣𝑟 and 𝑣𝑓 are eliminated. Hence, the following two equations can 

be obtained:  

tan𝛽𝑓 =
𝑣 sin 𝛽 + 𝑙𝑓𝑟

𝑣 cos 𝛽
= tan 𝛽 +

𝑙𝑓𝑟

𝑣 cos 𝛽
 

                                       tan𝛽𝑟 =
𝑣 sin𝛽−𝑙𝑟𝑟

𝑣 cos𝛽
= tan 𝛽 −

𝑙𝑟𝑟

𝑣 cos𝛽
                                        (9)   

The tire sideslip angles are:  

𝛼𝑓 = 𝛿𝑓 − 𝛽𝑓 

                                                            𝛼𝑟 = 𝛿𝑟 − 𝛽𝑟                                                      (10) 

Then linearize the single-track model, we assume the sideslip angle 𝛽 is small. 

Then matric (5) becomes: 

                                [
𝑚𝑣(�̇� + 𝑟)

𝑚�̇�
𝐽�̇�

]=[
−𝛽 1 0
1 𝛽 0
0 0 1

] [
𝑓𝑥
𝑓𝑦
𝑚𝑧

]                                                 (11) 

When �̇� equals to 0 , chassis sideslip angle β𝑓, β𝑟 and steering angle  𝛿𝑓 , 𝛿𝑟 

are also assumed small, then 

 [
𝑚𝑣(�̇� + 𝑟)

𝐽�̇�
] = [

𝑓𝑦
𝑚𝑧

]                    (12)    [
𝑓𝑦
𝑚𝑧

] = [
1 1
𝑙𝑓 −𝑙𝑟

] [
𝑓𝑓(𝛼𝑓)

𝑓𝑟(𝛼𝑟)
]                        (13) 

𝛽𝑓 = 𝛽 +
𝑙𝑓𝑟

𝑣
  𝛽𝑟 = 𝛽 − 𝑙𝑟𝑟/𝑣      (14) 

 𝑓𝑓(𝛼𝑓) = 𝑐𝑓𝛼𝑓,                      (15)                           𝛼𝑓 = 𝛿𝑓 − 𝛽𝑓       (16) 
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                 𝑓𝑟(𝛼𝑟) = 𝑐𝑟𝛼𝑟 ,                     (17)                         𝛼𝑟 = 𝛿𝑟 − 𝛽𝑟       (18) 

The linearized plant model follows from (12) to (15) as: 

                            [
𝑚𝑣(�̇� + 𝑟)

𝐽�̇�
] = [

1 1
𝑙𝑓 −𝑙𝑟

] [
𝑐𝑓(𝛿𝑓 − 𝛽 − 𝑙𝑓𝑟/𝑣)

𝑐𝑟(𝛿𝑟 − 𝛽 + 𝑙𝑟𝑟/𝑣)
]                            (19) 

Solving (16) for �̇� and �̇� to get the state-space equation matrix as: 

                                  [�̇�
�̇�
] = [

𝑎11 𝑎12

𝑎21 𝑎22
] [

𝛽
𝑟
] + [

𝑏11 𝑏12

𝑏21 𝑏22
] [

𝛿𝑓

𝛿𝑟
]                                   (20)              

𝑎11 = −(𝑐𝑟 + 𝑐𝑓)/𝑚𝑣                                      𝑎12 = −1 +
𝑐𝑟𝑙𝑟−𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑓

𝑚𝑣2  

𝑎21 = (𝑐𝑟𝑙𝑟 − 𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑓)/𝐽                                      𝑎21 =
𝑐𝑟𝑙𝑟−𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑓

𝐽
 

𝑎22 = −(𝑐𝑟𝑙𝑟
2 + 𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑓

2)/𝐽𝑣                                  𝑏11 =
𝑐𝑓

𝑚𝑣
 

𝑏12 = 𝑐𝑟/𝑚𝑣               𝑏21 = 𝑐𝑓𝑙𝑓/𝐽                 𝑏22 = −𝑐𝑟𝑙𝑟/𝐽 

To conduct research of car steering mechanism, the vehicle model need to be 

enlarged. The lateral offset between the CG of vehicle and the centerline of the road, 

velocities as well as upcoming road curvature should also be taken into consideration to 

extend the steering model.  

 

Figure 2.4: Vehicle Heading and Lateral Offset [12] 

In the extended vehicle model, we consider 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑓=1/R𝑟𝑒𝑓 that is the upcoming 
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road curvature as the disturbance to produce the guide line. The difference angle between 

the tangent line and the centerline of the car can be presented as ∆𝜑 = 𝜑 − 𝜑𝑡. 

With the linearization sin(𝛽 + ∆𝜑)≈ 𝛽 + ∆𝜑, the lateral offset y is:  

                            �̇� = 𝑣(𝛽 + ∆𝜑) + 𝑙𝑛𝑟                                                       (21) 

With the linearization sin(𝛽 + ∆𝜑)≈ 𝛽 + ∆𝜑, the lateral offset y is:  

       ∆�̇� = �̇� − �̇�𝑡 = 𝑟 − 𝑣𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑓                                                 (22) 

Combining (17), (18) and (19), and assuming the rear steering angle as zero, the 

integrated state-space model can be achieved as:  

2.2 Driver’s Visual Attention Mechanism Research 

The steering control problem of unmanned vehicle is a difficult nonlinear 

control problem, which includes the interdisciplinary theory and application of 

information, cognition, control, mechanical and other disciplines.  

In 1994, Land and Horwood studied the human driver’s driving habit while 

driving on a curved situation [13].The result turned out that driver’s visual range was 

limited in an extremely small range (about 1°around human horizontal visual height). 
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Driver’s visual range mainly included “far”(10-20 meters from the front of the vehicle) 

and “near”(6-8 meters from the front of the vehicle):  

 

Figure 2.5: Driver Steering Fixation Area 

As shown in Figure 2.5, when only distant range is visible, the experimental 

deviator curvature is regarded as known and the whole driving process is relatively smooth. 

If the near range is the only visible area, driver’s driving will be choppy and the driving 

track will be undulated. But the vehicle will not deviate from the center line of the road 

when both two regions are visible. With further research, researchers found that driver 

would stare for a while at the point of tangency [14]. Meanwhile, the tangent area is chosen 

to forecast the curvature without knowing the distance from the vehicle to the tangent area.  

 

Figure 2.6: Two Points (Near and Far) Mechanism [10] 
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After lots of researches, Salvucci and Gray [10] deemed that driver’s fixation 

point had multiple situations. Driver’s fixation area is on the tangent point of the inner 

side of the track when steering as in Figure 2.6 (a); the fixation point is the vanishing point 

when driving on the straight road, as showed in 2.6 (b); the fixation point is the back of 

the front vehicle when another vehicle appears in the front. 

 

2.3 Road Reference System 

According to the methods and the theories researched above, the visual 

information used by drivers include far and near regions. Further driving behavior 

experiments can prove this viewpoint and help figure out that information from the far 

point makes steering control more stable and near region helps vehicle to move closer to 

center lane. 

To compute the far and near angles, the car model in this research includes an 

adapted measurement equation based on the vehicle state vector and the road curvature 

and only takes the front steering angle into consideration as input. It’s worth mentioning 

that some earlier research which focuses on the steering maneuver also try to reveal the 

connection between the two angles and highway circumstances.  

However, there are more or less flaws in existing geometric relationship 

diagrams and calculation methods. Typically, I. Rano mistakenly regards relative yaw 

angle as a negative component when computing the near angle [11].Actually, the relative 

yaw angel is the differential angle of the centerline of the vehicle and the tangent 

connection path. It can be either positive or negative, based on the specific vehicle heading 
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direction. In addition, the relative yaw angle is not a measured value and needs to be 

achieved. Nevertheless, his analysis is incorrect with respect to the angle from car heading 

line to the R line (see the figure below) as right angle [15]. This inaccuracy will 

significantly influence the experimental outcome. Thus, a precise equation set is needed 

if we want to obtain a more accurate controller based on this measurement data.  

The relationship between the two angles and road parameters is presented as: 

 

Figure 2.7: The Geometric Relationship between Vehicle and Upcoming Road 

 

In Figure 2.7, φ is the measured yaw angle, 𝜃 is the angle between the centerline 

of the vehicle and the tangent path. Basing on geometrical relationships: 

                                                   𝜃 = arccos
𝑂𝑦−𝑦1

𝑅
                                                        (24) 

                                                  ∆φ= arccos
𝑂𝑦−𝑦1

𝑅
− φ                                                 (25) 
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Then we can compute the near and far angles: 

𝜃𝑛 = arcsin
𝑦

𝑙𝑛
+ arccos

𝑂𝑦−𝑦1

𝑅
− φ                                            (26) 

𝜃𝑓 =
π

2
− arcsin

𝑅0

𝑅
+ arccos

𝑂𝑦−𝑦1

𝑅
− φ                                         (27) 

After linearization, the equations of these two angles are shown as 

  θn =
1

𝑙n
𝑦𝑙 + ∆𝜑                                                    (28) 

   𝜃𝑓 =
1

𝑅+𝑦𝑙
𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑟 ≈

𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑟

𝑅
+ ∆𝜑 =

𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑟

𝑣
𝛾 + ∆𝜑                                   (29) 

Thus, the output matric can be achieved from the above two equations: 
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To sum up, the complete vehicle-road model is stated as: 
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2.4 Simulation Experiment Design  

With the intention of obtaining the real human driver’s data, simulation is 

conducted at the Robotics, Control, and Automation Laboratory of Texas A&M 

University.  Co-simulation platform is established using dSpace and SIMULINK and 

equipped with a pedal console and a steering wheel which also can provide driver a 

feedback force. Meanwhile, a screen can display the simulative driving scene. 

 

Figure 2.8: Screenshot of DSpace 

 

As shown in Figure 2.8, a realistic virtual environment is projected onto the 

screen ahead driver including the upcoming road visual information, the velocity, the 

speed of engine and the recorded time.  

The simulation software, dSpace [16] run on the corresponding workstation. 

The experimental parameters like vehicle mass, front and rear cornering stiffness value 

used in the dSpace are shown in Table 2.2. The experimental circumstance contains traffic 

flow, traffic signal lamp, constructions and plants. The assignments of these features can 
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be set up in the simulated platform before the experiment. On the other hand, drivers are 

allowed to change lanes or overtake other vehicles. 

 

m 𝐼𝑧 𝐼𝑓 𝐼𝑟 𝐶𝑟 𝐶𝑓 𝑙𝑛 

1890 kg 2400 kg·m² 1.185 m 1.106 m 97539.1(N/°) 76637.8(N/°) 7.5 m 

Table 2.2 Vehicle Model Parameters in DSpace [16] 

 

In this research, the main goal is to imitate the human driver’s behavior in 

highway driving. To sample various habits, a standard road track for simulation is needed. 

The path for driving test contains a fourteen kilometers with bends of various radii can 

allow experimenters drive in realistic driving conditions and environments such as Figure 

2.9 shown. Referring to [17], the minimum horizontal curve radius should be 620m. Thus, 

the test track consisting of two standard four meters wide lane is designed to contain 

twenty three sections including five left and five right curves whose curvatures are vary 

from 620m to 890m. This can help us record drivers’ reaction when they face rather sharp 

curves or light bends. For letting the drivers keep the vehicle within the boundary of the 

track, bends are separated by four hundred meters long straight road. Three subjects 

finished the driving task. They are requested to keep the vehicle stable and moving 

smoothly. However, attempting to drive the vehicle in centerline is not mandatory. To 

obtain the more believable data, each one of them is allowed to take curves freely if they 

feel comfortable and easy. The one way ride took about eight minutes. During that time, 

it is allowed to talk to each other instead of just focusing on the simulation task. This 
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measure makes the results more authentic and avoids drivers’ boring feeling. 

 

Figure 2.9: Test Track in DSpace 
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CHAPTER III  

ANALYSIS OF DRIVER BEHAVIOR 

Recent studies indicate that incessant monitoring and intelligent evaluation of 

driving behavior and status of a driver can help to discover potential operating mistakes 

and hence, to avoid traffic accident; meanwhile, such monitoring and evaluation can 

improve traffic efficiency by alerting driver to take more appropriate driving actions to 

speed up [18]. Furthermore, systematically analyzing abundant of different driving 

behaviors can also help related departments to enact reasonable traffic laws [19].  

According to the survey [20], the majority of highway speed limits range from 

65 mph to 75 mph, which were converted to kmh in this study that is 104.6km/h to 120.7 

km/h. All driving data acquired in this study is recorded within this speed limits range. 

The details of the test track are given below: 

 

Figure 3.1: Test Track Details 
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The overall duration of the experiment is about eight minutes. In order to reduce 

the interference of other factors and simplify the analysis on the driver's driving behavior, 

all distractions such as vehicles, buildings or trees in experimental environment has been 

removed from this study. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3.2, during the driving period, 

the co-simulation platform recorded driving data simultaneously at the frequency of 100 

HZ. All the data was recorded in real-time including the steering wheel angle, vehicle’s 

coordinate, referring road coordinate, relative yaw angle, the steering feedback torque, and 

the yaw rate. These parameters were employed to calculate two inputs (near and far angle), 

which will adapted by the controller to imitate human driving habit. 

 

Figure 3.2: Data Recorded in DSpace 

Three drivers fulfilled the driving task, which included one female and two 

males. The average age among them was 25 years old. On average, they received their 

driver licenses around 20 years-old and drove 13560 miles per year, including 6760 miles 
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on highways. In this study, the six sets of samples including authentic human driver 

behavior is recorded in Table 3.1  

v driver A B C 

65 mile/h Track 11 Track 12 Track 13 

75 mile/h Track 21 Track 22 Track 23 

Table 3.1 Selected Data  

 

3.1 Driving Strategy 

Based on the measured real-time vehicle and reference road positions, three 

tracks recorded at 75mph plotted in Figure 3.3. In order to analyze the driving habits of 

three subjects quantitatively, one straight path and one curve with a red circle are chosen 

for driving strategy analysis. 

 

             Figure 3.3: Recorded Track  
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If viewed as a whole, all three tracks almost match the original path. Hence, 

during the experiment, the driving behavior of three drivers are all appropriate, the 

measured data is meaningful and credible.  

On the straight path circumstance as Figure 3.4 shown, the differences between 

these three tracks and the center lane of the road is not significant, which means drivers 

are always inclined to avoid the car getting too close to the both side road edge.  

 

 Figure 3.4: Straight Lane Comparison 

The results are consistent with the research achievement from Odenheimer, 

Germaine L [22] that the majority of experienced driver primarily consider safety. 

Therefore, the problem of how the driver take a curve should be the first thing we take 

into consideration.  

To judge whether the driver is pursuing speed and saving time, the racing line 

in Figure 3.5 is an important concept which means the path that should be chosen to 

javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','ss~~AR%20%22Odenheimer%2C%20Germaine%20L.%22%7C%7Csl~~rl','');
javascript:__doLinkPostBack('','ss~~AR%20%22Odenheimer%2C%20Germaine%20L.%22%7C%7Csl~~rl','');
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minimize the duration of passing curve operation. The fastest line while analyzing a single 

bend is the one on which the passing time can be reduced and the average velocity through 

the bend can be maximized. Driver can minimize the driving distance if the path with the 

smallest radius is chose [24]. 

 

Figure 3.5: The Racing Line [23] 

In contrast with straight condition, three drivers showed distinct difference of 

their steering maneuver. As shown in graph, although they all reveal the tendency of 

cutting corners, there is significant diversity on details of their driving behavior such as in 

Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Bend Comparison 
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This study mainly investigate three diverse driving styles：By trying to stay in 

the most reasonable site of the route and keeping a moderate interval to the tangent point 

of the bend that is presented effective curve taking, which an experienced car user always 

conducts, the first subject balanced speed and safety. The second driver attempted to stay 

closer to the center lane, which is considered as a typical cautious way of steering with 

minimum lateral deviation error. It is worth noting that the driving path of this driver is 

not as smooth as other two drivers. The turning radius during second half is larger than 

which in first half, which is due to fact that the second subject was less driving experience. 

In addition, the absence of the ability to get the precise perception of the road curvature 

may be the second reason of this phenomenon. The driving style of the third driver seems 

the most aggressive one. He cut bends and tried to follow the shortest path and make the 

vehicle get closer to the apex of the curve. 

 

3.2 Analysis of Steering 

The track comparison can only reveal the driving behavior in a rough manner. 

To learn the correlation between the controller parameters and the real driving 

performance more specifically, steering angle and lateral offset as well as near and far 

angle are chose as primary variables to analyze.  

To take the curve mentioned on last section, three drivers produced different 

response patterns. As Figure 3.7 shows, three steering angles all fluctuate within a certain 

range. However, the frequency of adjusting the angle and the amplitude are diverse. Based 

on JMP software [25], we can determine the sample mean, median, and standard deviation 
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of each data set. 

 

Figure 3.7: Steering Angle of Three Drivers 

The same analytical methods will also be applied to other parameters. This 

information will play an essential role in the quantitative analysis of driving behavior. As 

the software interface shows in Figure 3.8, the distribution of each data set during the 

taking turve period and the values mentioned above are exhibited clearly. 

 

Figure 3.8: JMP Example 

By integrating the processing results, the comparison of drivers’ steering angle 
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is presented in table 3.2. 

 PARAMETER 

DRIVER 

 

MEAN (deg) 

 

MEDIAN （deg） 

 

STD DEV (deg) 

1 17.18 17.04 3.86 

2 17.25 17.04 4.65 

3 17.23 16.82 3.72 

Table 3.2: Comparison of Steering Angle 

As shown in the table above, three driver’s steering angles are extremely close, 

and fluctuate around 17.2 degree. Here, median and standard deviation should be paid 

attention to. Outlier is the main cause that lead to the difference in the median and mean. 

More outlier points exist in statistics indicated a larger variation in data. In statistics field, 

a point that has a rather longer distance from other observations is defined as outlier [27]. 

The third driver’s median is only 16.82 degrees, which is significantly lower than the other 

two drivers’. This is because the driver chose the most radical curve route, which means 

the driver will spend more time on the straight path. Besides, the numbers of variations or 

dispersions in a set of data are used to be measured by standard deviation. Among a wide 

range of values, data points are going to spread out if there exists a higher standard 

deviation [28]. The second driver’s standard deviation is 4.65 degrees, which is 30 percent 

higher than the other two drivers’. As known from the Figure 3.5, this is because the 

second driver lacks driving experience and she produced jagged steering. Consequently, 

the steering angle fluctuation is intense, though the driver chose the route that is close to 

the center lane. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics
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3.3 Calculation of Two Angles 

From Figure 2.7, Dfar and lateral offset are presented as:    

                                𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑟 = √𝑅2 − 𝑅0
2                                                   (32) 

                                                𝑦𝑙 = |𝑅 − 𝑅1|                                                          (33) 

After calculation, we can use excel to record each variance including Dfar and 

lateral offset like: 

 

Table 3.3: Data Processing Example in EXCEL 

Through Figure 3.9, we can observe the variation trend of far distance as: 

 

Figure 3.9: Far Distance 
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On curve 1, average Dfar is 41.026m and average lateral distance is 0.77m, 

which also proves that assuming the vehicle is always in the lane center is incorrect.             

Based on the nonlinear Equations (26) and (27), the near and far angle can be drawn as 

figure 3.10. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Far and Near Angle 

Through this data processing method, we can achieve the variation tendency of 

the two angles during each curve taking period. In the next chapter, these two angles will 

act as input of the human-like controller system. 
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CHAPTER IV  

SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

According to the analysis of driver behavior in the previous chapter, information 

of the upcoming curve and the estimation of real-time vehicle location are the mainly 

inputs of human driver. In this naturalistic lane keeping system which relies on a two 

reference point control mechanism, these information are equal to near and far angles. 

Meanwhile, since the steering angle is the most direct element connecting the driver and 

the vehicle, it is regarded as the only outcome of the driver model. 

Generally speaking, modeling approaches can divide into First-Principles 

Modeling (Model-Based) and Data-Driven Modeling as figure 4.1 [29] shows. 

Specifically, the model-based approach tries to directly calculate a physical quantity from 

already known physical laws. [30].  On the contrary, the plant model under the Data-

Driven method is identified by collecting and processing real data from an existing 

experimental system and choosing an appropriate mathematical algorithm with which to 

determine a corresponding model. 

 

Figure 4.1: Modeling Approaches [29] 

In this study, all the parameters including four variables and real-time vehicle 
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position are recorded by dSpace software. Thus, Data-Driven Modelling method is chosen 

as the ideal way to determine the driver model. To structure a completed driver-vehicle 

system, a driver model is designed using a close-loop proportional–integral controller first 

in this section. In addition, system identification tool is also widely used in data processing 

work. Several methodologies are being discussed and compared in the second section of 

this chapter. 

 

4.1 PI Controller Identification 

 

One of the commonly adopted control loop feedback structures among is the 

proportional-integral (PI) controller. The discrepancy between variables measured in the 

process and the desired set point can be calculated by such a controller. By adjusting 

controlling variable, the controller aims to reduce the error incidence over time. The 

mechanism of PI controller can be presented as: 

u(t) = 𝐾𝑝𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0
                                  (34) 

where 𝐾𝑝  and 𝐾𝑖  mean the coefficients of the proportional and integral terms 

correspondingly. A PI controller only relies on the measurement, not on knowledge of the 

underlying process. Furthermore, the integral action is the important element of PI 

controllers since it permits PI controller to eliminate the main weakness of the P-only 

controller. As a result, the balance between complexity and capability enables the PI 

controllers the most extensively utilized algorithm [32]. 

In this case, consider the real-time near and far angle given in last chapter, the 

structure of whole system can be plotted as follows: 
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Figure 4.2: System Structure using PI Controller 

The system is made up of the driver model and the vehicle 

model.  More specifically, the near angle and the far angle are set as the measured process 

variables of the whole system. Through two PI controller connected with errors of two 

angles separately, the outputs of vehicle model can be match with the desired angles to 

achieve the goal of naturalistic lane keeping, which means the vehicle will move follow 

the track like being controlled by real person. In order to tune the two PI controllers more 

conveniently and directly, SIMULINK is chose as the experimental platform. The aim of 

the experiment is matching the simulated curve with measured curve meantime. Given 

that the two controllers will affect each other during the experiment, tuning four 

parameters of PI controllers to find an equilibrium point  should be 

the emphasis and difficulty in this case.   

For instance, the curve in Figure 3.2 is chose for model fitting and the radius of 

this curve is 650m. After tuning, the PI controller can accurately reflect the characteristics 

of the human driver#3 as the following two figures show. 

javascript:void(0);
javascript:void(0);
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Figure 4.3: Near Angle Comparison 

 

Figure 4.4: Far Angle Comparison 

Via the figure above, the simulated curve basically matches with the authentic 

curve and the far angle's matching point is relatively higher. If quantitative analysis is 

going to be conducted, two fundamental conceptions should be introduced at first. L1-

norm and L2 norm are two generally-used method for regularization. 

L1-norm represents least absolute deviations (LAD) or least absolute errors 
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(LAE) [33]. The sum of the absolute differences (S) between the estimated values f(𝑥𝑖) 

and the target value (Yi) can be minimized: 

S = ∑ |𝑦𝑖 −  f(𝑥𝑖)|
𝑛
𝑖=1                                               (35) 

L2-norm is also acknowledged as least squares. The sum of the square of the 

differences (S) between the estimated values f(𝑥𝑖)  and the target value (Yi) is minimized 

[34]: 

S = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 −  f(𝑥𝑖))
2𝑛

𝑖=1                                             (36) 

The identification match percentage can be calculated as: 

Macth(%) = (1 −
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑙−𝑙)

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑙−𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)
) ∗ 100                          (37)  

Where l is the measured value, 𝑙 is the simulated value and 𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the mean 

value of l. Through calculation, two angles obtained by identification model is close to 

the measurement with ideal match percentage: 

 L1-Norm L2-Norm 

far angle 87.64 86.10 

near angle 68.57 67.42 

Table 4.1 Match Percentage of Identification Model 

The match percentage test demonstrates that this type of driver model can 

achieve the goal of matching two angles simultaneously and accurately. Nevertheless, to 

check the validation of the whole system, the comparison between the measurement and 

the simulated values need to be done for both lateral offset and vehicle path. 

Basing in the simulated value of the two angles and the geometric relationship, 

the lateral offset comparison of the three drivers is plotted as Figure 4.5 shows. 

Variables 
Norm 
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Figure 4.5: Lateral Offset Comparison 

In particular, the first driver keeps on relatively moderate lateral offset from the 

centerline to optimize the moving path. The second driver attempt to get most close to 

center lane for pursuing the feeling of safety. In contrast, the value of lateral offset is the 

largest for the last driver among the three subjects. Most notably, driver#3 turns the 

steering wheel to the outside edge direction. As analysis in the last chapter shows this 

activity can be explained as obtaining enough space to cut the curve sharper during the 

process of entering the bend. 
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The whole course of passing a curve can be divided into three steps of entering 

the curve, taking the curve and existing the curve as Figure 4.6 shows. 

 

Figure 4.6: Three Steps 

There are apparent differences between the drivers in entering the curve; each 

chooses to enter the curve on inner, center and outer lane individually.  

   

Figure 4.7: Comparison of Path on Taking Curve Step 

To compare the three diverse cutting curve strategies, the apex points are added 

in Figure 4.7. The experimental results are consistent with the recorded data which has 
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been discussed in Chapter three. The first driver follows the most reasonable path, the 

second inexperienced drive have the longest distance to apex, and the third aggressive 

driver run the vehicle getting closer to apex point. Consequently, the driver-vehicle model 

can realize the naturalistic function of catching every driver’s personalized habit. 

 

4.2 Modelling by System Identification Toolbox 

The above system based on PI control can capture human driving behavior 

correctly, however, there remain limitation and shortcomings. Firstly, there are some 

distortion problem existing in the beginning and end period of simulation. In addition, the 

parameters applied to the driver model need to be tuned manually. To increase the ability 

of driver model and save the time of parameters identification, the system identification 

toolbox (SIT) is introduced to provide us an alternative approach of focusing on driver 

model and establishing an open loop system [29].  

 

Figure 4.8 SIT Data Processing Flow [29] 
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Generally speaking, SIT data processing work consists of three steps:  

 Collect data based on experiment 

 Identify controller model 

---determine the structure of prospective model 

---Select a matched model  

 Conduct validation work with independent experimental data 

The data, which is used to estimate model, is the first section of measurement, 

then, use the estimated model we can obtain the result to compare it with the authentic 

second section. Thus, the validation problem has been considered when identifying the 

model. This is also the key different between the two controllers in this thesis as Figure 

4.9 [29] shows. 

 

Figure 4.9 SIT Identification Mechanism [29] 

In this case of open loop driver model design, it is straightforward to compare 

the steering angle as the output of the controller for the reason that all the data needed has 

been recorded by the experimental platform. 

There are several different method to identify the driver model such as linear 
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ARMAX model, linear ARX model, Hammerstein-Wiener Model and Nonlinear Grey-

box model. After comparison and taking the complexity of experimental data into 

consideration, the multi-input nonlinear ARX and Hammerstein-Wiener models is chose 

as the algorithm used in this driver identification work as Figure 4.9 shown. The inputs of 

the open-loop system are the measurements of near and far angle and the output of driver 

model is steering angle. It is noteworthy that the output is different from the PI controller 

output mentioned above, in that case, the driver control generate front wheel steering angle.  

 

Figure 4.10 Nonlinear ARX Identification [29] 

The changing of steering angle is the parameter which give the driver most 

intuitive feeling in both visual and auditory senses. Hence, the steering angle is chose as 

the value under comparison in Figure 4.10 [29]. 

 

Figure 4.11 Steering Angle Comparison 
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In this figure, the grey line is the measured steering wheel angle and the blue 

line is the simulated value. These two curve almost match with each other that reflects 

the nonlinear ARX model is applicative in this open loop driver model. 
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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

5.1 Conclusion 

Focusing on the driver model of intelligent vehicle steering control, this thesis 

studied how human drivers obtain surrounding driving circumference, how they learn and 

master vehicle’s dynamic characteristics while driving. All the details are presented below: 

(1) By summarizing and analyzing previous researches, the thesis established 

the preview vehicle-road reference model which based on near and far points mechanism 

and gained the transfer function about preview information and expected hanging angle. 

(2) With the combination of designed internal robust tracking steering controller 

and preview model which integrated the vehicle lateral dynamic characteristics and 

derivers’ physical limitations, a simulation experiment was conducted, which verified the 

correctness of the whole system implemented with driver model and vehicle model. 

(3) Designed nonlinear steering driver model can effectively correct steering 

wheel angel by minimizing the error between different outputs of real model and simulated 

model, which also can be applied on the vehicle’s parameter changing or uncertainty in 

existing conditions. 

 

5.2 Outlook 

The thesis established the model about visual information input that bears 

human driver’s characteristics and driver’s self-adaptive behavior characteristics. These 

parts, however, fulfill only parts on imitating human driver’s characteristics, and there are 
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still many sections left behind. Further researches about how drivers make reasonable 

steering decisions by visual information or about the implementation process (arms’ 

neuromuscular system model) are needed. 

In fact, the imitation circumstance in the article is a driver-vehicle-route closed-

loop imitation system. Besides the visual feedback (location, obstacle, etc.,) given by the 

road, there is also tactile sensation feedback signal during real driving. To achieve 

automatic driving, it is necessary to take the influence brought by real conditions into 

account and such consideration can make the automatic driving more steady, comfortable, 

safe, and practical. 
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